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Benefit Issues Relating to 
International Assignments 
(Expatriates)
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• Who: Globally mobile definitions and international terminology
• What: Global vs. U.S. programs, long- and short-term insurance 

needs, voluntary programs
• Why: Standards of care, unforeseen risk, preparation and duty of 

care as in Munn v. Hotchkiss, COVID-19
• Where: Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS), 

Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and South Africa 
(CIVETS), etc.

• When: Pre-departure, assignment, repatriation
• How: Building a request for proposal (RFP)

Agenda
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Global Is Different
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Traditional Challenges. New Complexities. 

Maximize return on investment

Drive engagement

Escalating 
costs

Changing 
workforce

Demanding
consumers

Shrinking 
subsidies

Complicated
regulations

Diverse
cultures

Competition
for top 
talent

Provide actionable data, analysis, insight

For employers

Make it easy

Help me choose

Improve health outcomes

For employees
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Global Benefits Strategy Drivers

Bespoke Solutions

Custom-fit 
Solutions

Client Customer

Markets

Employer 
Governance
Culture
Industry/Segment
Benefits Strategy

Globally Mobile
Employees
Expats/Inpats
Remote and Gig Workers
Key Local Nationals
Third Country Nationals
Trailing Dependents
Traveling Executives

Market Profiles
Priority Markets 
Market Costs
Regulatory and 
Political Environment
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• Global health industry is $10 trillion in 2022
• Pharmacy is roughly 20% of health care spend; 

Specialty pharma is a cost driver
• Factors that impact health outcomes are roughly 

20% clinical and 80% life outcomes
• Expatriate assignments can approach $500,000/annual 

and health cost is 2-3%
• Global health care is moving from a global indemnity 

model to clinical model
• We are in the middle of a digital health revolution
• Employers are looking for cost containment, operational 

efficiencies and shorter, less expensive assignments
• COVID-19 has changed health care considerations

Global Landscape
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2002
SARS

2014
EBOLA

2015
MERS

NOW
COVID-19

Communicable Disease—Outbreaks Timeline
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• Average assignee is 40-49 years old (38%), 
followed by 30-39 (31%), 50-59 (17%), 
20-29 (11%), 60 and older (3%)

• 49% married men, 22% single men, 19% married 
women, 10% single women

• More millennials
• Larger global assignee pool
• Companies are suggesting global assignments 

for entry into upper management
• Return attrition rate remains high
• Family-related issues grow with parents or 

trailing dependents

Introduction to Global Assignees
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Andrew
Expatriate

United States to 
Brazil for over 

one year

Allen
Traveler 

75 countries for business 
and personal travel;

Longest duration:
3 weeks

Markus
Nomad

Germany to U.S. to 
multiple global 

locations to build 
networks

Juliana
Key Local National

Brazilian who travels often 
to U.S.; Becomes inpatriate

when she moves to U.S.

Case Study—Global Member Categories
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Global and Mobile Employees
Expatriate

Third Country 
National 

(TCN)

Inpat

Trailing 
Dependents

International 
Business 
Traveler

Short-Term 
Assignee

Cross-Border 
Assignee

Locally Hired 
Foreigner

Key Local 
National

Rotator

Commuter: 
“Flexpatriate”

International 
Student(s)
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Japan

Employee from India Lives in France

United States Norway

U.S. Expat

Third Country National

Foreign National

United States

Expats, TCNs and Foreign Nationals

United States
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Inpatriates—
Working in the Headquarters Location

UK

France

India Norway

Brazil

Australia

Japan
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Issues—Inpatriates into U.S.

Management of multiple vendors

Cost and transparency

Technology-enabled information 
and decision support

Intra-U.S. business travel 
protection and support

Family issues

Member material and 
recognized insurance card

Accessing medical care?

Wellness, engagement and 
incentives

Benefits structure, employee 
cost-sharing: e.g., account-
based health plans (ABHPs)

Prescription drug translation
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Global “Gig Worker” choosing:
• Low tax location globally
• Quality of life location
• Zoom life on their own schedule
• Banking is an issue–Foreign Account 

Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) if 
American

• Localization or global outlook?
• In office/hybrid/fully remote

Global Health Care Case Study—
The New Nomad
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Portugal and Estonia

Global Health Care
Digital Nomad Visa Case Study

“Prediction is very difficult,
especially if it’s about the future.”

– Niels Bohr
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What Is a Typical 
Global Program?
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One year or more move 
from home country;

Semi-permanent living

Example: America to 
Germany

Expatriates/Inpatriates
Less than 180 days a year, 
or multiple global trips, or 

one trip from home 
country; Temporary living

Example: Two-week 
business trip to Europe with 
a few days of sightseeing

Travelers
Constantly on the move 

with a semi-fixed location 

Example: Located in 
Singapore but covering 

Asia Pacific Region

Nomads/Key Locals

Global Health—Typical Members
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• Munn v. Hotchkiss at blogs.Harvard.edu
• Duty of care: Employers are expected to 

safeguard employees against any foreseeable 
dangers and may extend to contractors and 
subcontractors

• People.com “U.S. Couple Held “Hostage” in 
Mexico Return After Tyler Perry Paid $14K Bill

• COVID restrictions strand thousands overseas
• Critical incident support and services

• Travel medical: $100K to $1,000,000
• Medical, security or national disaster 

evacuation
• Evacuation and repatriation of 

remains
• Sojourn coverage: A few extra days 

of personal travel
• Sponsored dependent coverage
• Travel advice and alerts
• Mobile applications: Panic button
• Itinerary based or geo-location 

tracking

Global Health Care
Typical Benefits—Travelers
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• Life, AD&D, LTD are optional
• Non-communicable (lifestyle) disease has 

eclipsed accidents
• Health care insecurity and digital health

revolution
• Insured benefit versus self-insured: P11D
• Visa letters supporting the program
• Foreign Voluntary Workers Compensation or 

Defense Based Act (DBA)
• Health care cost is 2-3% of $500,000 

expatriate assignment cost

• Medical with prescription drug 
coverage

• Dental and vision, mental health, 
maternity

• Global wellness, international 
employee assistance program 
(IEAP), telemedicine

• Preventive care: Routine physical
• Split family and dependent 

coverage
• Evacuation for medical, natural, 

security

Global Health Care
Typical Benefits—Expatriates/Inpatriates
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• Global “Gig” workers
• Trip interruption and trip cancellation
• Localization services
• Global tax support
• Global banking support: FATCA issues
• Split family coverage
• Comfort benefits

• Individual plans 
• Annual travel plans or 

expatriate plan
• Security assistance and intelligence
• Crisis management and critical 

incident support
• Travel tracking and 

intelligence alerts
• Black swan event planning
• Localization services
• E-second opinion and telehealth

Global Health Care
Typical Benefits—Nomads/Key Local Nationals
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• International health insurance with Rx, IEAP, dental
• Business travel medical (BTM)
• Medical and political evacuation insurance, and other assistance 

services
• Life, AD&D and LTD on home/host
• Global wellness programs
• Critical incident support and services
• Foreign voluntary Workers’ Compensation or Defense Base Act (DBA)
• War risk rider

Typical Global Programs
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Illustrating the Confusion

EU – Health Insurance Card

Business Travel Accident

Business Travel Medical

Border Crossing Card

Benefits Personal 
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• Insured trust rate (2-25)
• Insured rates (10-100)
• Insured experience blend (100-500)
• Full experience-rated (500+)
• ASO or self-insured (500+)
• Customer-directed health plans (HSA*/HRA*) 

HSA = Health Saving Account
HRA = Healthcare Reimbursement Account
Hint: ASO is rare in global because of fiduciary liabilities, licensing, escheat on lost checks and more

Financial Arrangements
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• Lifetime maximum unlimited
• No deductible
• Routine physicals
• $1,000 or $2,000 out of pocket
• Rx at 90%
• 100% global and in-network U.S.
• 80% out-of-network U.S.
• Maternity and mental health covered
• Dental: 100/80/50/50 plan
• Evacuation: Medical/Security/Natural Disaster 

Typical Program Benefits
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• Virtual visits allow members to:
– Speak with a doctor around the clock 

24/7
– Chat function
– Check symptoms quickly and easily 

without having to leave home
– Obtain prescriptions
– Referral to emergency coverage

• Must comply with local laws

Virtual Visits
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• Business travel medical (BTM) addresses 
the needs of business travelers who require 
temporary coverage while traveling outside 
their home country or country of permanent 
assignment (home country)

– Global travel is a fully insured supplemental 
policy that provides worldwide coverage for 
emergency and urgent care medical services 
due to accident or illness while travelling outside 
the home country

– Global concierge and travel assistance 
services (e.g., legal referrals, emergency 
translation services, etc.)

Business Travel Medical Program
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– Able to facilitate direct payment to non-U.S. providers in the 
Global Solutions network

– Access to medical centers of excellence around the world
– Evacuation benefits (emergency medical evacuation, medical 

repatriation and return of mortal remains)
• Emergency medical evacuation 
• Transportation to join a hospitalized member 
• Return of dependent children 
• Transportation after stabilization 
• Repatriation of mortal remains

Business Travel Medical Program
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• Benefit managers get calls to cover mom, dad, sister 
and brother

• Voluntary travel is not covered under BTM
• Show paternalistic support
• Doesn’t cost the employer any extra premium
• Encourages volunteerism and a “global mindset”
• Typically, a web link or referral to the website

Voluntary (Leisure) Travel Medical
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• 93% were unclear about one or more basic health 
insurance terms: Premium, deductible, out of pocket 
max, coinsurance (UHC Survey 2016)

• 80% say they are concerned about their ability to make 
informed health care decisions (Harris Interactive 2012)

• Engage, simplify, motivate and educate members
• Better member experience should control costs

The Member Experience
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Why Do You Need 
a Global Program?
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Localized to domestic plan or 
offer global plan?

Case Studies

Personal trip on a 
cruise ship 

Wuhan, China

Indian Inpat to 
United States     

Progreso, Mexico

You have expats and 
business travelers
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Multitudes of clinical protocols and 
dangers:
• Singapore: Ritalin is a “controlled substance”
• Japan: Emphasis on protocol
• Russia: Electrical stimulation when pregnant
• Germany: Spa treatments
• China: Arsenic leukemia cure and blood supply

Chinatown or China? 
Difficult administrative issues:
• Matching medical “hardware” and “software”
• Direct payment to providers in hardship locations
• Dubai: Need a local plan number
• 4/11/22 is 11/4/22
• Cost, access, quality or Quality, access, cost
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Jurisdictional 
Linkages

Impact—Expatriate/International Plans

Monitored and
Maintained

State
• Applies to plans “regulated by a state”
• Typically insured plans 

Federal
• Plan does not provide minimum value
• HIPAA, ADEA, ERISA, ACA and More
• OFAC: Office of Foreign Asset Control

Host Country
• Minimum coverages requirements like “minimum 

essential coverage” requirements
• Locally filed 
• Tax and visas
• European Union privacy, etc.
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International Health Care Challenges—Legal
Australia
• Illegal for any non-registered health fund to 

pay claims for Medicare-eligible Australians 
• Having private health insurance with an 

AUS-registered health fund allows Australia 
taxpayers to claim exemption from 1% 
Medicare Levy Surcharge, if eligible

• Minimum benefits are required to allow for 
457 visa letters to be issued for non-
Australians working in Australia

Saudi Arabia
• Coverage must be provided by a locally 

admitted carrier
• Minimum coverage requirements (CCHI)
United Arab Emirates—Abu Dhabi
• Coverage must be provided by a locally 

admitted carrier
• Plans must be filed with local authorities (HAAD)
• Impact on obtaining a visa
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When Do You Need 
a Global Program?
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People Strategy
Moving From Start-Up to Growth and Maturity Is Complicated 

Formation Start-Up Growth Maturity

Expats Locally Hired
Foreigners Locals S-T Assignees

and External
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A Black Swan event is an event 
that comes as a surprise, has a 
major effect and is often 
inappropriately rationalized after the 
fact with the benefit of hindsight
• Security evacuation
• IEAP with critical incident
• Intelligence portal and alerts
• Medical emergency response plans

Medical Security—
Black Swan Event Planning
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What global companies should know:
• Munn v. Hotchkiss at blogs.harvard.edu 
• Organizations have a legal, moral, ethical and financial 

obligation to protect their employees and provide access to 
appropriate medical care or evacuation, if necessary

• Employers are expected to safeguard employees against any 
foreseeable dangers
– Extends beyond the traditional workplace
– May extend to contractors and subcontractors

Duty of Care—Employer’s Responsibility
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• Security, personal safety, natural disaster, pandemic and 
medical response and evacuation back to appropriate 
location 365/7/24

Duty of Care
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Where Does It Cover?
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Health Care Insecurity
• 1.2 million people killed and 50 million injured 

each year in road traffic accidents 
• 300,000 die in water-related accidents
• COVID-19, Ebola, SARS, H1N1, Malaria
International Challenges
• Language: 195 different languages
• Currencies: 240 different currencies
• Time zones: 24
• Health care service: Varies from country to country

International travel elevates risk because 
travelers are in unfamiliar circumstances

Deployment Issues
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International Health Care Challenges—
Delivery

Russia
• Some medical facilities are 

outsourcing treatment they cannot 
support themselves and subsequently 
significantly overcharging when 
invoices are submitted

• State hospitals can’t accept 
international payments

• Fraudulent activity is high (i.e., 
inflated rates for procedures)

Hong Kong
• Growing concern about doctors who 

profit from conducting unnecessary 
investigations/procedures and overcharge 
for procedures they are not qualified to 
carry out

• Surgical procedures for a patient in a 
semi-private room are significantly less 
than if the patient were in a private room
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How Do We Build It?
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• Census by deployment location and citizenship (not zip codes)
• Benefit design and financials
• Effective rate
• Purpose for RFP
• Company-designed Q&A—Examples:

– Customer experience and member services
– HR/benefits administration
– Network coverage: Screening/vetting
– Direct payment and claims management
– Care management
– Pre-assignment consultation
– Integration with travel assistance, EAP and wellness initiatives

Building a Global Request for Proposal
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• Networks a mile wide and a few facilities deep: Care in regions where no 
networks or pre-arranged payment systems exist and Medical CPI (200 
Countries)

• Widen the circle of care: Post-treatment coordination and recuperative care, 
with more medical tourism or regional options

• Managing dynamic change in employee classes (i.e., VP of Remote Workers)
• Increasing requirements for locally issued insurance to support visa 

concerns and health care reform, COVID-19 protocols
• Corporate global wellness initiatives and security support
• Global positioning and artificial intelligence tools—Push notifications
• Better “Black Swan” event planning, pandemic planning

Evolving Globally Mobile Benefits Practices
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Move an expatriate to a local compensation and benefits package:
1. Remove expatriate allowances
2. Remove allowances, shift salary to host country
3. Remove allowances, shift salary, shift long-term benefits

Salary/Compensation, Risk Benefits, Perks, SS/Retirement

Global Health Care Case Study—Localization

• People return home and trailing 
dependents

• Some countries have a high cost of 
benefits and SS (France/UK)

• COBRA continuation
• Shifting salary and allowances are 

more standard

• Dental, vision, Rx and more . . . 
Transactional benefits

• Local medical plans do not travel well
• Benefits difference like inner limits
• Expatriate readiness is lost
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Key Takeaways

1 Cultural and Language Training: 
Family Support, Pre-Departure Screening

2 Business Travelers’ Protection:
BTM, BTA, Evacuation/Repatriation, Security Evacuation, Geo-Positioning 

3 Globally Mobile Program: Medical, Dental and Prescription
Optional: Life, Disability, IEAP and Evacuation

4 Multinational Pooling Arrangements: 
Local National Plans Experience-Rated as a Group

5 Identify Gaps with Your Intermediary: Workers’ Compensation, 
Global Wellness Strategy, Legal, In Case of Emergency Strategy

2

3

4

5

1
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• Session Evaluation—2 ways to access
1. Scan this QR code.

2. You can also access at 
http://adfs.ifebp.org/SpkrEval2248

Your Feedback Is Important to Us
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Questions, Please

“It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble, 
it’s what you know for sure that just ain’t so.”  

– Mark Twain
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